Badgers
Welcome
Story

Key Learning Intentions for this Week:

For the children to be able to name at least three 2D shapes and describe their properties using vocabulary such as sides and corners.
For the children to be able to sequence the events from the story, Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs and answer literal questions based
on the text.
• For the children to be able to use marks to draw recognisable shapes, creating an image of their family. This should include details such as
fingers, eyelashes and hair.
• For the children to be able to carry out a simple experiment, discussing your observations and recording your findings.
Please don’t forget your LIVE Creative Movements sessions for Morning and Full-time children on Monday from 9.00-9.30am and for Afternoon
and Full-time children on Friday from 2.35-3.05pm.
Creative Movements Monday Session (9.00am) - Meeting ID: 886 3336 0517 Password: CMMHStues (Password: 426586)
Creative Movements Friday Session (2.35pm) - Meeting ID: 875 8618 2413 Password: CMMHSfri (Password: 236688)
•
•

AM
Monday
Phonics daily activity –
‘g’
Expressive Art and
Design
Creative Movements

It’s Harriet time! I
wonder what story you
will be enjoying today!

AM
Tuesday
Phonics daily activity – ‘g’
Physical Development
PE with Coach Marc

It’s Coach Marc time! Let’s
get our muscles ready!

AM
Wednesday
Phonics daily activity –
‘o’
Literacy

AM
Thursday
Phonics daily activity – ‘o’
Physical Development

Phonics

Fine Motor Skills Games

Alphabet Sound Jump!

Wrapping Rainbows

This is a game that can
be played outdoors with

We are kick starting the
morning with rainbow

AM
Friday
Phonics daily activity – ‘c
and k’ sound
Personal Social and
Emotional Development
Wellbeing

Mindfulness is about
focusing on the present,
and being aware of what
is happening inside and

Expressive Art and
Design
Music time!

It’s
Janie
time!
I
wonder what music
you will be enjoying
today!

Personal, Social and
Emotional
Development
Hygiene
How Clean Are Your
Hands?

Literacy
Letter Formation
Colourful Letters

Today we are learning
how to trace letters
independently using a
variety of colours. Please
explain to the Badgers
children that we will be
writing rainbow letters so
we will use a different
colour for each letter.
This is going to be so
much fun!

chalk or indoors with
pieces of paper/post-itnotes. You will need to
write different letters
either as a big grid on
the ground or one letter
on each piece of
paper/post-it-note.
There are 2 ways to play
this fun game. The first
way is to jump from
letter to letter, making
sure to shout out the
sound (not the letter
name) as they land on it.

art. It's colourful, bright,
and works on
strengthening those fine
motor skills. This yarn
wrapped rainbow is the
perfect summertime
craft for little hands.

outside, in a nonjudgmental way. It’s
about noticing physical
sensations and
emotional responses, as
well as their connection
to other people and to
your surroundings.

Summer showers often
bring us beautiful
rainbows! It doesn’t get
better than creating our
own rainbows with
different materials!

Important Tips:

They can jump on the S
and shout “Sssss Ssssss
Ssssss.” We can change
the volume to add to the
fun, so the next time we
have to whisper, and
then say it s-l-o-w-l-y,
squeaky or in a deeper
voice etc.

Resources:
-cardboard shaped
rainbows (to be cut out
from cardboard boxes or
card)
-colourful paints
-cotton balls
-PVA glue or glue sticks
-different coloured yarns
or string

The other way we can
play this game is more
Remember
that
the
challenging, and really
children are learning all of
fun for jumping too! As
the
letter
formations
you call out different

To prep for this
easy rainbow art and
craft activity, we need to

Practising these skills of
focusing and noticing
can be hugely beneficial
to preschool children in
several ways:
-It helps to increase their
attention span.
-It helps them to

through the correct letter letters, the children can
formation rhymes.
jump on the correct one.

What we can’t see are
the germs that
accumulate on your
hands throughout the
day, which are invisible
to our eyes. To help
Badgers see the effect
that these germs have,
give them this eyeopening experiment a
try.

To see our letter
formation rhymes please
click here.
To see our template for
letter formation please
click here.
Important Tips!

HAND HYGIENE
EXPERIMENT
What you’ll need:
Three slices of bread
(the kind from a bakery
or homemade works
best — the fewer
preservatives the
better)
Three re-sealable bags

Always have your child
start out writing
lowercase letters. This is
important because when
they start to read, most
of the words are in
lowercase letters.
Remind your child to use

cut several pieces of
coloured yarn and lay
them out on the table.
You can extend this
We also need the
activity by calling out
cardboard shaped
different words and
rainbows laid out on the
encouraging the children table.
to jump on the
beginning sound of the
We then need to paint
word. E.g. “Cat!” and the different sections of the
child jumps on letter ‘C’. cardboard rainbows in
different colours while
Mathematics
practicing our colour
recognition. We can
Numbers
further this by talking
about primary and
Q-tip painting
secondary colours as we
paint the rainbows.
Start by wrapping the
yarn over the different
coloured sections of the
rainbow, ensuring to
match the colour of the
yarn to the colour of the
Q-tip dot painting is painted sections… or
always a fun way to start wherever you like!
learn number formation
by dot painting along
the lines of the letters. To keep the yarn from

understand and regulate
their emotions
-It helps with stress
management
and general wellbeing
-It helps them become
more aware of their
bodies and their senses.
-It helps to build a
connection with
the natural world.
-It helps them to develop
empathy and
compassion for others.
Let’s Play!

Instructions:
Label each of the three
bags:
Control
Dirty
Clean
Place one slice of
bread in the “control”
bag without touching
it. You can use clean
tongs, or turn the resealable bag inside out
and use it like a glove
to get the slice
inside. Seal the bag.
Take a second slice of
bread and have your
child touch the bread
with their unwashed
hands. Place the bread
in the bag and seal it.
Have your child wash
their hands with soap
and water?
Take a third slice of
bread and have your
child touch the bread

their “helper hand,”
opposite of their writing
hand, to stabilise the
page and hold it down
while they write.
Help them use the
correct tripod pencil grip.
This may take some
practice, but is key for
writing letters.
Ensure your child is
sitting at the right sized
table with their feet flat
on the floor to create the
stability needed to move
their eyes and hands with
precision.
Mathematics
Maths Project
Which animal is the
heaviest?

This requires children to
use precision, hand-eye
coordination and helps
to develop fine motor
control.
On a piece of paper,
please write numbers 010 or 0-20 depending on
your child’s ability (with
reasonable spacing and
big enough to dot paint
over).
Provide the children with
different colour paints
so that they have the
choice
to
create
different colour patterns
or
multi-coloured
numbers with their dots.
Encourage your child to
use a cotton bud to
trace around each letter
carefully.
Also,
encourage them to say
the sounds of each letter
as they are tracing.

unravelling, we can cut
slits on the top and
bottom of the cardboard
rainbows and tuck the
yarn into the slits after
gluing them down.
This craft is one of our
favourites. Simply, start
with one colour and
move onto the next until
you have completed
your rainbow.
Mathematics
Shape
What is in the bag?

1. Describing emotions
Sit in a circle with your
child and ask them to
describe different
emotions. How does it
feel when they are angry,
happy or worried? You
could prompt them by
suggesting that they
visualise their emotions
as colours, or types of
weather.
2. Listening circle
Take your child on a trip
to a local park or nature
reserve. Sit down and
ask your child to listen
out for different sounds.
Instead of calling out,
ask them to put their
hands up when they
want to share the sound
that they can hear.

3. Looking at clouds
Parents please prepare a Keep an eye on the
To challenge them even
bag filled with different weather for this activity,
further, you can ask your
as ideally you need

with their freshlywashed hands. Place
the bread in the bag
and seal it.

child to mention another
word that has that sound
they
are
currently
tracing.

Take all three sealed
bags and put them in a
cool, dry place.

0.
. Look at the bread daily
and write down your
observations, but do
not take the bread out
of the bags. In a few
days, mould should
start to appear. What
slice of bread gets
mouldy first? Which
grows the most mould?
Which grows the least?
If mould starts to
appear, have your child
take a ruler and
measure it and record
your observations. You
can even draw a
picture of the bread
each day, or keep a
photo diary by taking
pictures of the bread
each day to watch the

To see our worksheet
please click here.
Today we are going to
talk about different
animals and discuss their
differences and
similarities.

2D shapes. If you don’t
have a set of shapes, you
can use different objects
as close to the 2D shapes
as
possible
e.g.
a
Children can also name rectangular tv remote.
the colours that they are
using as they go along Ask them to stick their
and talk about any hands inside the box and
patterns they are using tell you what shape they
for the dot painting, e.g. think they can feel. Make
that
they
are
blue, green and yellow sure
describing
the
shape
dots.
talking about corners and
sides.
To see our number
formation rhymes please
click here.

Please make sure your
child uses the right colour
for each animal, when
colouring them in.

Key questions:
-

When we finish we are
going to circle the heavier
animal.

partial cloud cover and a
good breeze. Get the
children to lay down
outside and look up at
the clouds (taking care
not to look directly at
the sun). Ask them to
look out for shapes and
notice how the clouds
change as they move

-

Why do you think it
could be a ...?
along.
Is there another
shape it could be?
Physical Development
How do you know
Games
that it is that shape?
Keep the Balloon Up

To see our template for
number formation
please click here.

Expressive Art and
Design
Father’s Day Card
Badges, are we ready to

Outdoor on a calm,
windless day, or inside,
have your children use
their hands to keep a
balloon afloat. How long

changes over time.

Expressive Art and
Design
Specific Drawing

Understanding of the
World
Technology

The African elephant is
the largest living land
animal. This elephant is
commonly born weighing
about 100 kilograms (220
lb).

make a card for our
Daddy’s special day?

can they keep the
balloon off the ground?

But shhhhhh don’t tell
Daddy because it’s a
surprise!

Skills
developed: volleying,
striking
Simon/Simone Says
While the rules are
simple, the options for
movement are endless.
Simon can have kids
jumping like a kangaroo,
standing as tall as a
house, making funny
faces, standing on one
foot, or waving their
hands over their heads.

The Badgers Talent
Show
Today the Badgers class
are going have a talent
show, full of exciting
performances!
We know that our
Challenge: Can you draw Badgers are great at
a picture of an elephant?
singing and dancing and
You can show the
we want to see all of
children a picture of a real your great performance
elephant and encourage
skills.
them to copy it with as
much detail as they can.
It will be an amazing

time to practice some of
our Nursery Rhymes too.

1. Choose your different
colours of card. An A4
piece for the main shape
of your owl and the
others to create your
wings.
2. You will need to draw
out the main shape of the
owl on an A4 piece of
card and then cut it out.

Skills Development:
multiple depending on
the leader’s action
(jumping, balancing,
hopping...)

Let’s gets our equipment
ready to record our
talents. You can use
recording devices such a
toy microphones or even
record a video to show
your teachers as well.

3. Then pick a piece of
card in a different colour
and cut out a wing shape
and then using a split pin,
pierce a hole into your
wing and base and
connect them together.
4. Then cut out two larger
white circles, two smaller
black circles and a green
circle – which you will
need to cut into a semicircle.
5. Stick these pieces on to
form the eyes.
6. Then cut out a triangle
for the nose.
7. When finished,
remember to place either
a drawn photograph of
yourself with Daddy or a
real one into the centre of
the card.
8. Cut out one final circle
to add to the front of
your card to read, Guess
Whooo loves you!

PM
PM
Physical Development
Personal, Social and
Emotional
Development
PE
Wellbeing
It’s Coach Marc time!
Let’s get our muscles
It important for the
ready!
Badgers to be aware of
their own feelings as well
as the feelings of others.
Please discuss different
emotions and feelings
with your child such as
happiness, sadness, anger
and excitement.
Literacy
Fine Motor Skills

After discussing the
different emotions, you
can create feeling cards
with your child by
drawing a face with an
expression and labelling
it. E.g. drawing a happy
face and labelling it
‘happy’. Please create as

PM
Literacy
News
Harry and the bucketful
of Dinosaurs

Badgers, please listen to
the story of Harry and
the
Bucketful
of
Dinosaurs.
You can find the story
here.

9. On the inside of the
card you can write a
message to your Daddy,
wishing them a happy
Father's Day. Don’t forget
to sign your name!
PM
Understanding the
World
Project
What animals can we
see?

Time to take your child on
a wild animal hunt. Get
ready by pretending to
put on your boots, hat
and explorer backpack –
don’t
forget
your
binoculars!

PM
Expressive Art and
Design
Creative Movements
It’s Harriet time! I
wonder what story you
will be enjoying today!

many as you would like
with all the different
feelings you can think of.

Spider Web Game
One of our all-time
favourite fine motor
activities is this spider
web fine motor
activity! All you will
need for this activity is
a small basket, some
yarn or string, tweezers
and toy spiders (black
paper balls are a
suitable alternative).

With your feeling cards,
you can discuss with your
child what makes them
feel those different
emotions and how they
express them. For
example, “I am happy
when I am playing with
my friends and I show I
am happy with a big
smile”.
After the discussion with
your feeling cards, it is
important to understand
what we can do to make
others feel positive
emotions too.

To prepare for the
game, your child can
Kindness that we can
weave some yarn
practice to make others
through the small
feel positive:
basket to create a
• Smile.
“web”. Ensure to add
• Hold the door open.
your toy spiders or
black paper balls to the
• Give an honest
bottom of the basket.
compliment.

After you have listened
to the story discuss in
detail with an adult what
your favourite part of
the story was and why.
Also discuss what your
least favourite part of
the story was and why
that was.
Key questions:
-How do you think Harry
feels when Sam calls the
dinosaurs junk?
-What words tell you
how Harry was feeling
when he forgot the
dinosaurs?
-Why did Sam’s book
get covered in milk?
-Why
is
the
word
‘definitely’
in
italics?
(You can expand on
what italics means to
ensure
the
children
comprehend
the
question)
-Why are the dinosaur’s
responses
in
smaller
font?

• You need a spacious
Personal, Social and
area to move around the Emotional Development
house or garden. You can
Hygiene
make this activity even
more fun by copying Baby Wash Care Activity
actions ‘follow my leader’
style until you spot an
animal.
• Use actions to engage
your child in movement
and
mime
through
different environments.
Here are some examples
of how you can use
movement and miming
for
different
animal
This baby doll washing
actions:
activity was always an
absolute favourite with
– Swishing through thick
the children when we set
jungle plants to find the
it up in our outdoor play
tiger
area.
– Tiptoeing through the
We can use a tray or
trees to find a leopard.
bowl with water as the
doll
washing
–
Climbing
up
the baby
mountain to find a gorilla. station.
– Swimming in the sea to
Into the tray we put a
find the seal.

Then using tweezers or
pegs, the aim of the
game is for the
children to get the
spiders or black paper
balls out of the web.
The amount of yarn
used will depend on
the abilities of your
children as the more
yarn weaved around
the basket, the more
challenging the activity
will be.

Always
remembering to use
our manners.
• Being a good
listener.
• Offering your help
to someone.
You can watch this great
story about how to be
kind.
•

Mathematics
Numbers
Hearts

Physical Development
Games
Moving Our Bodies
It is time to move our
body. Are you ready?

Resources: paper and

Here, there are some
games that you can
practice at home with

Following
the
discussion, the children
can draw one of their
favourite
characters
from the story in detail,
using
adjectives
to
describe how they look.
Encourage your child to
discuss why they have
chosen to draw that
character and prompt
them to use examples
from the book to help
them to answer.

– Skating on the ice to
find the penguin.
– Wading through the
swamp
to
find
an
elephant.
– Creeping round
bush to find a lion.

variety of waterproof
baby dolls, some warm
soapy water, bubbly
wash in a pump bottle, a
small jug for scooping
water, baby flannels and
the some toothbrushes.

On the floor nearby we
– Searching high and low
had some muslins, baby
to find a crane.
hooded towels, blankets,
cotton balls, cloth
– Standing on one leg to
nappies and some new
blend
in
with
the
born size baby clothes.
flamingos.

To access the activity
character template, click Stop and name each one,
here.
talk about its features,
how is it the same or
Extension:
different to some of the
Encourage your child to other animals you have
found?
form a sentence about
their favourite character
from the story. This can
KEY VOCABULARY
be a very simple
Explorer, wild animal
sentence, the intention is names,
characteristics/features to be able to recall or
describe something
stripes, spots, fur,
about the character.
feathers, wings, beak,
Once they have formed
teeth
their sentence, parents

Side-note: it’s SO much
cheaper to buy some
new born or tiny baby
sized real baby clothes.
Having left over baby
clothes and equipment in
the attic is even easier!
Expressive Art and
Design
Music time!

marker
Instructions:
1. Cut out 15 medium
sized hearts.
2. Cut each heart in
half, creating little
heart “puzzles”. We
can try to cut out
slightly different
designs – zigzags,
squiggles, etc.
3. Write a numeral on
the left-hand side of
each broken heart.

mums and dads.
Enjoy!
1 – Toss bean bags into
baskets
Provide laundry baskets.
Then get your child in
several rows, and have
them take turns tossing
bean bags into the
baskets.

please write down the
sentence (sounding out
the letters as you go
along) and ask your
child to trace over it.

Mathematics
Measure

Mathematics

It’s Janie time! I wonder
what music you will be
enjoying today!

Maths Project

Today we are going to
measure Lego.

2 – Move on paper plates

We need some coloured
paper plates. Then get
creative! Place them in a
Write the
row (red, green, red,
corresponding number
green) and have your
of hearts on the other
child step on just the red
side of each paper
ones. Or have them get
heart. You could use
down on all fours and
stickers or stamps, as
“skate” with a plate under
well.
each hand. Put the plates
in a row to get your child
4. Place the hearts out
moving around the room.
for the children. We
Put the plates far apart
can choose to put all of for big steps. Or put them
the numerals on one
close together for tiny

Click here to access the
wild animal cards.

Let practice some
drawing!
Can you draw the
heaviest animal that you
know and the lightest
animal?
When you finish discuss
the differences and
similarities.
Please make sure your

Resources: Lego, paper,
markers, ruler and
sunlight.
The first step in making
an awesome Lego
Shadow Tower design is
to build a fun tower. Any
shape or size will do.
It is really fun to predict
what the shadow might
look like before we put
the tower in the sun. You

Singing encourages a
child to
express their emotions
and sharpens their ability
to communicate while
exercising lip and tongue
movement.
But one of the biggest
benefits of
singing is the repeated

side, with all of the
heart quantities on the
other side.

Expressive Art and
Design
Specific Drawing
Let’s try to draw a
picture of our family.
Remember to use the
right colours and to try
and colour inside the
lines.
Look at Mummy or
Daddy’s face. Do they
have one or two eyes?
Do they have
eyelashes? Is their hair

steps.
3 – Learn with a ball toss
If your child is able to
catch a simple toss, put
them in a circle. Then
think of a way to
incorporate learning with
a ball toss. For example,
you can throw a ball to
your child and name a
word. Then s/he names a
rhyming word and tosses
the ball back to you.

child uses the right
colour for each animal.

might be really surprised
by how much of it
changes.
At the end of the activity Next put your tower in
we can compare our
the sun and move it until
animals with our friends’ we find the best possible
animals.
shadow design.
Expressive Art and
Design
3D Modelling
Paper dinosaur

4 – Play “find and tag it”

Finally, trace your
shadows with pencil or
markers and measure
with the ruler. Which is
the biggest shadow,
which is the smallest? Can
we compare them?
Physical Development

This is a versatile game
that can be used to
review many different
skills. Just tell your child
to find something and tag
it. For example, “Find and
tag something blue.” Or
“Find and tag something
that starts with /s/.”

What you will need:
Paper Plate x2, various
colours of paint, scissors,
PVA glue or a glue stick

5 – Move like an animal

What you need to do:

You’ll need some open

Step 1:

Jigsaws

It is time to play with
some puzzles. Badges
love puzzles and it is
always fun to practice

use of the 'memory
muscle'. ...
As children get
older the power of
singing in their lives can
still be extremely
beneficial.

long or short? Do you
have any brothers or
sisters?

space, but this is a great
way to get children using
new muscles. Here are
some ideas:
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Move like a bird
(run with arms
outstretched)
Move like a snake
(wiggle on tummies
on the floor)
Move like a bear
(walk on all fours)
Move like a frog
(get down on
haunches and hop)
Move like a
kangaroo (take big
leaps with arms in
front of chest)
Move like an
elephant (with
heavy stomping)
Move like a penguin
(waddle with ankles
close together and
arms pinned to

Cut one paper plate to
create a ‘head like’
shape and remove the
perforated rim of the
other and fold it in half –
this will become the
dinosaur’s mouth.
TIP: Place the folded
paper plate onto the
bottom half the ‘head’
and trim to size.
Step 2:
Stick the ‘mouth’ onto
the ‘head’ and paint –
This is time to get
creative
with
bright
colours and patterns!

individually or in a group
of friends.
You can practice at home
choosing any puzzle.
Don’t forget our little
rules that you can follow
and that will help
Step 1: sort out the pieces
into those with straight
edges and those without.
Step 2: find the corners
and place them correctly,
using the picture on the
box for reference.
Step 3: build the outside
of the puzzle first, before
the inside. Show your
child how to look for
pieces with similar
colours to match them up.

While the paper plate is
drying, using the cut offs
of the paper plate to
create teeth, eyes and
horns. Depending on the
shape of your dinosaur’s This uses visual
head, you may need discrimination skills, as
well as figure ground
some extra paper!
perception (looking for a
specific piece in a sea of
Step 3:
Finish your paper plate pieces) to finish the
dinosaur by adding it’s puzzles correctly.

sides)

eyes, teeth and horns
and start roaring!

